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Halloweentown 3 trailer

Today marks the first day of October, and therefore the first day of my long-awaited countdown to Halloween (yes - I have a calendar and everything). Oh Halloween, you are everything to me and I am unabashed in my love for you, as well as the things you bring to the table every year: Such as your excessive amounts of candy, costumes and good movies. Because really, is there anything better than
celebrating this holiday by lounging around, eating large amounts of candy corn, and re-watching all the best creepy movies from your childhood? OK, actually not creepy movies, because to be honest, they were scary - but creepy movies like Hocus Pocus, Nightmare Before Christmas, and my all time favorite, Disney's amazing Halloweentown series. The Halloweentown series consisted of four Disney
Channel Original Movies that aired during 1998 and 2006: Halloweentown, Halloweentown II: Kalabar's Revenge, Halloweentown High, and the penultimate, Return to Halloweentown. The movies gave us everything a gal could ever have wanted from a children's Halloween franchise. A protagonist who learns that she's a witch? Check. Villains and love interests? Check and check. An alternate universe
where witches/trolls/skeletons/gosers come to life, but which also at the same time looks like the happiest place on earth? Super check. Yes, the Halloweentown series was so good... it was scary. If I haven't already convinced you, here are seven other reasons why the Halloweentown series deserves a marathon, just like right now. (Or at least before Halloween.) 1. Halloweentown is the largest city EverIn
Halloweentown, it is always HALLOWEEN. Just let it sink in for a minute.2. Marnie really understands your love for HalloweenPeople can call your love of Halloween strange or even borderline unhealthy, but y'know who gets you? Halloweentown protagonist and OG Halloween spokesperson, Marnie Piper. Bless you, Marnie.3. Marnie's Grandma is everything you've ever wanted out of a GrandmaAgatha
Aggie Cromwell was the dopest grandmother ever. She's the queen of Halloweentown, and carries around a bottomless bag that produces what you want from it. Like, what?! 4. For Costume IdeasNe ideas on how to be a witch/skeleton/jack-o-lantern/something Halloween related? You have this series covered.5. The graphics were terrible, but that's what makes it so wonderful to see it again.6. For The
Feel Good LessonsFilms always had one key message: It's OK to be different.7. ... And finally, For Nostalgia *bursts into tears* Thank you Halloweentown, for being the most defining Halloween series of my childhood. Photos: Disney Channel Productions; darshanapathak/Tumblr; Giphy (6) Dub Box USA Fans of classic camper vans will turn over the Dinky Dub travel trailer of Dub Box USA. Weighing just
1,000 pounds - superlights for a long-towed caravan - this vintage-inspired RV is perfect for those looking for something bigger than a regular tear-discharge camper. Equipped with an expanding queen-sized queen-sized Area, and plenty of storage space, Dinky Dub also offers extra options like an awning over hatchback and portable water tank. Base price: $13,000. Continue to 5 of 8 below.
Halloweentown first delighted Disney Channel fans in 1998, so much so that it went on to spawn three sequels (but I probably don't have to tell any true fan that). Later, when the franchise ended in 2006, the actors all went their separate ways, and now, in 2019, the cast of Halloweentown does all very different things. Some of them are still trading, but some of them left the company altogether. And they
have long since grown up and away from their little child characters. The original film followed Piper's family children, who had recently discovered they had magical powers. They soon went to Halloweentown, where all the supernatural beings live, and met their grandmother Aggie (Debbie Reynolds). Unlike their mother, Aggie encouraged the Piper children to take their strengths. And together they helped
prevent an evil villain from taking over the mortal kingdom. The film was a hit with audiences back then, and it's still a Halloween staple to this day. After Halloweentown came Halloweentown II: Kalabar's Revenge in 2001, Halloweentown High in 2004, and the final franchise installment, Return to Halloweentown in 2006. Not all of the same cast members implemented for each successor. Leading
protagonist Marnie was infamously recast for the fourth film, and other characters were killed or not mentioned after the first one or two films. But what's in the past is in the past: Here's where all the original Halloweentown stars are today. As everyone else says, do it at your own risk. I saw an old golf bag carrier at the thrift store for $6 and prepared this project with materials in my garage. I removed all the
plastic bag holding things, straightened the kick out of the lower end, and shortened up the handle and re-fixed it with self-cutting metal screws. I love them for projects. I had some extruded T aluminum and made the frame out of it. At first tried aluminum solder, but when I worked a joint popped and I teck screwed all the others. To mount the frame to the bag cart I drilled a tapped 1/4-20 long screws and
through bolted it. I reinforced the frame with struts fit into the cart frame of the wheels. I built a bed out of corrugated plastic light panels. I had to splice a piece with sticks and clear 2 inch tape to make it fill the bed. I attached this with 3M industrial spray glue. I prepared the universal joint incorporating hallow handles, manufactured U piece through bolted with 1/4-20 threaded stock and aircraft nuts for up
and down movement. Attached to the U piece is an angle through bolted in the middle with 1/4-20 hardware, including aircraft nut for crouching motion. So the angle piece is through bolted to the custom center hitch on the bike for turning motion. I used a 3/8 bolt with a hole drilled at the correct height to In the nut with a quick removable hair pin for easy to hook up. This was a typical project of mine such
that it was a work in progress with changes that I went along. It's not quite finished because it needs an enclosure. I am trying to acquire an old car top clam-shell cargo ship to mount on the frame and bed. The trailer rides really well and is very light weight. This is my first instructable, sorry it's not very clear. Thanks. Also I noticed comment boxes switching from my original edit. After correcting them a few
times, they seem to go where they want. I have emphasized in recent months that as an economic growth cycle matures, second-tier opportunities in many industries are often very profitable, recalls Jim Powell, editor of the Global Changes &amp; Opportunities Report.Currently, several new opportunities appear in real estate as millions of millennials become successful enough to finally buy their own
homes. Because most Millennials aren't as wealthy as their Generation Z parents, or their Baby Boomer grandparents, they're more likely to buy affordable-made homes in parks than they are to buy site-built homes in more upscale areas. More from Jim Powell: Five favorites for Energy InvestorsAs a result, trailer parks - as they're still often called - are no longer considered to be the black sheep in the
housing industry. Instead, they become cash cows. Today's newer manufactured home parks are particularly popular because they usually offer attractive amenities. Security is at the top of the list. Most exclusive parks are actually gated communities for people who can't afford to live in one for site-built homes in more expensive areas. Many trailer parks also have swimming pools, tennis courts, dog
exercise areas, meeting halls for parties, and so on. An increasing number of parks are also limited to older residents who would rather not be in a family park with children and parents coming and going all the time. A few parks go in the other direction: they cater to young families. I visited a family park on a weekend a year ago and it was pure pandemonium. I couldn't get out fast enough. Of course the
kids loved it. Several large private equity funds - including Blackstone Group - have discovered the profit potential of exclusive trailer parks. We beat them all to the party when we bought Sun Communities (SUI) in March 2014 when it was $44.31.The stock has been a top performer and is now up 185.0% to $126.27. Sun surfs the current housing trend and seems likely to keep going. It's not too late for
long-term investors to buy the stock. See also: Telecom Talk: Dish to SprintLikewise, Cavco Industries (CVCO) - which we bought in January - remains attractive and has just made a big price jump. The company makes many of the innovative manufactured homes that appeal to Millennials. Cavco is still OK to buy but I will wait for the latest price to come down. I can now also recommend Equity Equity
Properties (ELS) that profit from the increasing popularity of modern trailer parks. ELS owns or manages 412 properties in 33 states and British Columbia. In total, the company has 155,133 individual installations. Equity Lifestyle is the leading operator of manufactured home communities, RV resorts and campsites in North America. The company has somewhat more upscale properties than Sun
Communities and should be a good companion stock to own. Equity Lifestyle Properties also focuses on popular retirement locations and vacation destinations along canals, lakes and golf courses. In addition, the company offers many rental units, a business that most parks avoid. Equity Lifestyle Properties is prospering. For the most recent quarter, net income increased from $53.1 million, or $0.58 per
share, to $113.3 million, or $1.26 per share. I think ELS will be a profitable long-term investment. More aggressive investors who would like a smaller company that operates manufactured home communities should consider UMH Properties (UMH). The company has 21,000 developed websites, primarily in the Northeast and Midwest. The company also has an attractive portfolio of REIT securities. What I
find most attractive about UMH is it has a great deal of institutional support. In fact, the institutions own 62% of the company. UMH is also doing well; After eight consecutive years of double-digit growth, rentals in the first quarter and related revenues increased by 12% compared to the same period in 2018.The company has a lot of debt, but that is almost always the case for REITs who buy and develop
properties to expand their business. More from MoneyShow.com: Find out what could be in store for home borrowers under the incoming administration.* This weekend's Barron's cover story offers 12 alternatives to bonds for income investors. * Other featured articles examine values stocks worth seeing, parallels between internet and transporter stocks, and how to play a consumer discretionary rebound.
* Also the prospects of a luxury retailer, a struggling semiconductor giant, a media colossus and more. Cover story Bonds Offer Slim Pickings for Yield-Hungry Investors. 12 Places to See instead by Andrew Bary shows that while the bond market has been a barren field for income, there are rich pickings elsewhere. See why energy pipeline companies like Enterprise Products Partners LP (NYSE: EPD) and
dividend stocks like Verizon Communications Inc. (NYSE: VZ) top Barron's list of best dividend plays for 2021.Nicholas Jasinski's These 7 Value Stocks deserve a fresh look suggesting that investors and strategists are betting that 2021 will finally be the year when value stocks outperform growth. But finding the right value stocks for 2021 is not easy. Barron's believes Bank of America Corp. (NYSE: BAC)
and Coca-Cola Co (NYSE: KO) are among those that could outperform. In How Railway Tracks Led to Age, Kenneth G. Pringle says that early railways were were their day, connecting people and commerce and ushering in cultural change. See what Barron's thinks the likes of CSX Corporation (NYSE: CSX) and Facebook, Inc. (NASDAQ: FB) have in common. Nordstrom, Inc. (NYSE: JWN) has invested
in the online business, cut costs and even tested smaller stores. That should lift the shares as the economy recovers. So says Why Nordstrom looks like a Department Store Survivor by Teresa Rivas. How much room to run does the stock have? In Jack Hough's It's best to think small when playing a Rebound in consumption, the case is made that 70% of the population in developed markets will be
vaccinated by declines and that U.S. corporate profits this year will hit new records. Is Costco Wholesale Corporation (NASDAQ: COST) a way to play the consumer discretionary rebound? Is Mcdonald's Corp. (NYSE: MCD)? An activist Scolds Intel, Give Its Investors Hope for 2021 by Max A. Cherney points out that Intel Corporation (NASDAQ: INTC) shares fell handily in 2020, despite increased demand
for computing power. Find out how activist investor Dan Loeb could force the semiconductor maker to shake things up in the coming year. See also: Benzinga's Final Bulls And Bears Of The Year: Alibaba, Apple, Intel, Tesla And MoreThe pandemic has been a boon for big-box home improvement store operator Home Depot Inc (NYSE: HD) as consumers poured money into their homes. This according to
Teresa Rivas's Why Home Depot Could Be a 2021 Success Story. See why Barron's thinks the stock could continue to flourish this year too. In Nike has risen under Covid. So, having investors' expectations for 2021, Teresa Rivas argues that Nike Inc (NYSE: NKE) rebounded quickly from the original strain of the COVID-19 pandemic, but the stock's stellar financial performance sets the bar high for the
coming year. Can the footwear purveyor prevail again? Nicholas Jasinski's Disney ended the year on a high note. Why 2021 could be even more intriguing discusses how the rapid growth and future potential of Walt Disney Co (NYSE: DIS) streaming services has far outshined the challenges faced by the rest of the company's businesses. What's next for the Musehuset? Also in this week's Barron's:
*Barron's turns 100 years old * About the bubble is, what investors think it is * How high housing prices will rise in 2021 * Whether active, ESG and thematic ETFs will continue to be big winners * What sluggish U.S. population growth means for the economy * The state of the holiday industry * Whether or not credit spreads will become tighter this year * Whether streaming live theater has come to become *
How seniors can stay in shape during the pandemic * Which homebuilders will get the most this year * Barron's most read articles in 2020On the time of this writing, the author had no position in the said shares. Keep up with all the latest breaking news and trade ideas by following Benzinga on Twitter.Source:Unsplash.comSe more Benzinga * Click here for options trades from from * Notable Insider Buyer
of the past week: Danimer Scientific, Cheniere Energy Partners and more * Benzinga's Final Bulls and Bears Of The Year: Alibaba, Apple, Intel, Tesla and more (C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. Economist Robert ShillerBy at least one popular investment metric, U.S. stocks have only been so expensive a second time in history, and it didn't end well
the first time. According to the cyclically adjusted price-to-earnings ratio -- a measure of market value based on 10 years of smoothed earnings data -- the S&P 500 is at its second most expensive point in history. Related Link: Will Tesla Destabilize the S&P 500? The S&P 500's current CAPE of 34 has only been surpassed a second time, at the peak of the dot-com bubble in 2000. Today's CAPE is more
than double the S&P 500's historical average and significantly higher than its peak of about 30 just before the Black Tuesday market crash back in 1929.Many investors still remember the painful fallout from the dot-com bubble. But just because the market is overvalued doesn't necessarily mean it's time to start selling or shorting the S&P 500 ETF Trust (NYSE: SPY). Shiller's Take: Nobel Prize-winning
economist Robert Shiller references the CAPE relationship as a measure of market valuation so often that it is commonly referred to as the Shiller relationship. In a recent interview with CNBC, Shiller said an expensive market doesn't necessarily mean it's time to dump stocks. The market is highly priced, but it's not so high that I wouldn't consider it an investment, Shiller said in December.Shiller is known
for his study of the psychology of investing, especially during financial markets bubbles. While widespread coronavirus vaccinations will certainly be a fundamental change for the U.S. economy, Shiller said he is concerned about how quickly investors expect the economy to fully recover once the nation is vaccinated. He expects fears related to the virus will linger among U.S. consumers for at least another
year. CAPE'S Shortfalls: Stock earnings have historically been discounted by a cost of capital tied to interest. After an emergency rate cut in March, interest rates are now broadly at 0%. It makes no sense to compare 2020 to earlier periods, at least as naively as Shiller PE does, without acknowledging that 10-year Treasuries yield 1% now and was higher at any other time [in history], DataTrek Research
co-founder Nicholas Colas said Wednesday.While CAPE certainly gives a relative indication of market valuation, it has also not been the best indicator of when to buy and sell shares. Since it contains a decade of earnings data, CAPE tends to be relatively slow moving. Using CAPE alone, U.S. stocks still seemed expensive, even after the bursting of the dot-com bubble and the 2008 financial crisis. On the
other hand, CAPE indicated that stocks were expensive over the past six years one of the strongest bull markets in history. Finally, Colas said that the S&P 500 itself is far more tech-heavy than at any other time in history, an important dynamic to consider when looking at past valuations. For example, in 1980 the energy sector accounted for 26% of the S&amp;P 500 and the tech sector accounted for only
8%. Today, energy has a weighting of 2%, and the technology weighs 28%. Colas said investors should not forget how much this type of composition shift can have on the overall valuation index. All sectors of the S&P 500 have its own fundamentals and thus its own valuation, he said. Benzinga's Take: Smart investors never ignore critical metrics like the CAPE ratio. But smart investors also know not to
rely too much on a single metric. Investors need to understand exactly how the numbers are calculated, what the numbers are and don't tell them, and what other pieces of information will complement those numbers to paint a full picture of what's happening in the market. Photo by Bengt Nyman via Wikimedia. See more from Benzinga * Click here for options trades from Benzinga * S&amp;P 500 Just Did
Something That Have Been Bullish Every Time Since WWII * 10 Best Performing S&amp;P 500 Stocks Of 2020(C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. Roth TSPs and Roth IrAs are similar retirement savings plans, but there are important differences that make a better choice for you. Investor's Business DailyAfter the big 2020 stock market rally, here are
lessons for 2021. Tesla deliveries hit nearly 500,000. Nio and Li Auto sales boomed. Check out 25 stocks in purchase zones. Spacs have been one of the hottest stories to invest in 2020 and look set to be a big theme in 2021, with hundreds of potential deals that could be announced. Benzinga is home to the live SPACs Attack show that airs Monday to Friday at 11 a.m. ET. On Wednesday, co-hosts Chris
Katje and Mitch Hoch shared their top SPACs, trading between $10 and $11. Chris's Picks: RedBall Acquisition (NASDAQ: RBAC) has been linked to merger with Fenway Sports Group. A deal would give investors another publicly traded sports team. Fenway Sports Group owns MLB's Boston Red Sox and Liverpool Football Club in the English Premier League.Both teams have a strong brand awareness
and could attract investment from fans. Another catalyst mentioned was media rights. A new deal with Fox Corp. (NASDAQ: FOX) kicks in for MLB in 2022, and EPL is negotiating new deals as well. Fenway Sports Group also is a majority owner in a local sports media company that airs Red Sox games. Falcon Capital Acquisition (NASDAQ: FCAC) is aimed at a company in the media or consumer
technology sectors. The team behind the SPAC includes Jeff Sagansky. Pick here are the following Sagansky, who are part of the team that made offers to DraftKings Inc (NASDAQ: DKNG) and Skillz Inc (NASDAQ: SKLZ). The team behind Hyliion Holdings (NASDAQ: HYLN) has a SPAC, there could be a one below $11. Turtles Acquisition Corp. II (NASDAQ: SNPR) is aimed at the sustainability area.
The story of hyliion deal could make this SPAC attractive to a target company. Hyliion shares traded above $50 and were one of the best performing SPACs earlier in 2020. Lefteris Acquisition Corp. (NASDAQ: LFTR) is targeting the fintech sector. With rumors of companies like Sofi, eToro and others going public, Fintech could be a host sector to watch in 2021. The management team at SPAC has history
with ETrade, Coinbase and TD Ameritrade. Burgundy Technology (NASDAQ: BTAQ) is a company aimed at technology or enterprise software. Management includes Leo Apotheker, the former CEO of Hewlett-Packard (NASDAQ: HPE) and SAP SE (NASDAQ: SAP). Apotheker spent over 20 years at SAP and helped transform the company from a single product to a multi-solution business. Co-CEO Jim
Mackey spent years at Citigroup, SAP, OpenText and Blackberry (NASDAQ: BB). While at Blackberry, Mackey helped the company switch from a mobile business to end-point management. Burgundy Technology mentions Israel as a target area in its filing. Apotheker graduated from the Hebrew University of Israel. Several large Israeli companies are targeting the 2021 IPO or SPAC deals, which could
make Burgundy a good choice here. The list of rumored names includes REE Automotive, Taboola, Outbrain and eToro. Related Link: 12 New SPACS Filed Deals on Friday: What Investors Should KnowMitch's Picks: Sports Entertainment Acquisition Corp. (NASDAQ: SEAH) is a name that has been mentioned on the show several times. The company is aimed at the sports and entertainment sectors.
Management includes Eric Grubman, who was president of the hotel and restaurant company On Location Experiences and also had roles in the NFL. John Collins, the acting CEO of SPAC, spent time with the NHL and Cleveland Browns.Supernova Partners Acquisition (NASDAQ: SPNV) is targeting the technology sector, looking for a company with a large addressable market, a well-defined vision,
competitive moats and the ability to scale its operations. Management includes Spencer Rascoff, co-founder of Zillow Group (NASDAQ: Z) and Hotwire. Rascoff was ceo of Zillow for over 10 years and led the company through 15 acquisitions, including major rival Trulia. An SPAC from Goldman Sachs could land a high growth company, including eToro, which was in recent talks with the company. GS
Acquisition Holdings Corp. II (NASDAQ: GSAH) is still trading below $11 and was a top pick from Hoch. SPAC raised $700 million and did not specify a target area of focus. Churchill Capital Corp IV (NASDAQ: CCIV) is one of the largest SPVs currently seeking a target. SPAC is attached as a finalist in the offering for DIRECTV sold by AT&T (NYSE: T). Hoch favors the valuation of SPAC trading closer to
$10. Landing DIRECTV would not be a whole according to Hoch, and he said he would be more excited about another goal. Goal. Telecom Acquisition (NYSE: CTAC) is an SPAC led by CEO Tim Donahue, who is the former chairman of Sprint Nextel. Hoch calls it a long-term player based off the chart. Click here to watch the full episode of SPACs Attack from Wednesday December 30th.Disclosure:
Author is long HYLN, BTAQ See more from Benzinga * Click here for options trades from Benzinga *eToro Reported Exploring IPO or SPAC As Business Booms (C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. The looming Georgia runoff election next Tuesday could inject volatility into a high-flying stock market that has mostly looked past politics in favor of the
brighter economic outlook next year. Another round of big tech companies are preparing to go public.* Benzinga has examined the prospects of many investor favorite stocks over the past week. * This week's bullish calls included iPhone maker and electric car stocks. * A semiconductor manufacturer and a Chinese internet giant were among the bearish calls. The last trading week of a tumultuous year
offered little in the way of a Santa Claus rally, with the S&P 500 and Dow Jones industrial averages up about 1% and the Nasdaq essentially flat for the week. For the full year though, the Dow was up about 6%, the S&P 500 was more than 14% higher, and the Nasdaq saw a gain of more than 41%. Not bad for a year that saw a market collapse in March. The year ended with progress on a third COVID-19
vaccine, continued political bickering in Washington and signs of life in the film industry. Also, e-commerce colossus had success with a new endeavor, the electric vehicle manager is ready to expand and a top chipmaker days may be numbered. The year-end is also a time to look ahead, with market themes to see and predictions about FAANG stocks, cryptocurrency and more. Through it all, Benzinga
continued to examine the prospects of many of the stocks most popular with investors. Here are a few of this past week's most bullish and bearish posts that are worth a different look. Bulls In Jayson Derrick's 3 reasons why Gene Munster says Apple will be a top performer by 2021, see why this noted tech expert and venture capitalist believes that some key catalysts will help drive Apple Inc. (NASDAQ:
AAPL) stock higher this year and make it a top-performing FAANG play. Tesla Inc (NASDAQ: TSLA) could beat both internal and Wall Street expectations in the fourth quarter despite some speed bumps. That's on track, according to Shivdeep Dhaliwal's Tesla, to beat its ambitious delivery target of 500,000 deliveries by 2020, Wedbush said. Snap Rallies At New Street-High Price Target: Why Goldman
Sachs is bullish by Shanthi Rexaline examines why a top analyst believes that Snap Inc (NYSE: SNAP) stock is poised for further upside, and fourth-quarter revenue is likely to come in well above consensus expectations. In Why BofA is to His Nio awards target ahead of the January 9 Nio Day Event, Wayne Duggan discusses what what automaker Nio Inc (NYSE: NIO) is likely to announce at its upcoming
event. See what should give investors plenty of reason for optimism this year. Priya Nigam's Why KeyBanc is turning bullish on continental resources focuses on why oil and natural gas exploration and production company Continental Resources, Inc. (NYSE: CLR) is now well positioned and could reinstate its dividend this year. For further bullish calls in the past week, also have a look at the following: *
S&P 500 Just Did Something That Has Been Bullish Every Time Since WWII * 3 Catalysts That Could Drive Stock Prices Higher in 2021 * Tilson: Frothy Stock Market Could Still Be 'One to Two Years From Top'I Shanthi Rexaline's Intel Analyst: Challenges In 2021 Look 'Substantial' ,see how an analyst expects previously leading chipmaker Intel Corporation (NASDAQ : INTC) to respond to activist pressure
to make major changes. What could be next for the tech giant? Alibaba Shares Tank Even as E-Commerce Giant Ups Stock Buyback Target To B by Aditya Raghunath shows why increasing Alibaba Group Holdings Ltd (NYSE: BABA) share buyback program in the face of anti-competition probes from Chinese authorities has failed to please investors. Chris Katje's Bears Pile On FuboTV After 330% Rise
In 2020 claims that bears are questioning the valuation and long-term prospects of FuboTV Inc (NYSE: FUBO), one of the hottest stocks in the streaming market in the past year. Were five days in a row with double-digit gains too much? Electric car maker Nikola Corporation (NASDAQ: NKLA) faces lack of scale in the first 18 months of truck sales, according to JPMorgan Lowers Nikola Price Target,
Looking 'Execution Risk Associated With a Tainted Brand' by Priya Nigam.For more bearish takes, be sure to check these posts: * Bitcoin Rally is likely to peak out in the coming weeks, says technical analyst *10 Worst Results S&amp;P 500 Stocks By 2020On time of this writing , the author had no position in those shares. Keep up with all the latest breaking news and trading ideas by following Benzinga
on Twitter.Photo credit: Andy Mitchell, FlickrSee more from Benzinga * Click here for options trades from Benzinga* Barron's Post-Christmas Picks And Pans: Alibaba, Apple, Intel, Pool, Yelp and more * Notable Insider Buys in the week of Christmas: Foot Locker, GameStop, NetApp and more (C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. Microsoft has stood
out by making a successful transition to cloud computing from its past focus on data centers and packaged software. That has paid a heavy price for the tech company this year. Each week, Benzinga conducts a sentiment survey to find out what traders are most excited about, interested in, or thinking about when managing and building their personal portfolios. We surveyed a group of over 500 investors on
whether in Shopify Inc (NYSE: SHOP) will reach $2,000 by 2022. Shopify Stock Forecast Shopify offers an e-commerce e-commerce primarily for small and medium-sized enterprises. E-commerce company has two leading segments that drive revenue: subscriptions and grocery solutions. The subscription solutions segment allows Shopify merchants to conduct e-commerce on a variety of platforms,
including the company's website, physical stores, pop-up stores, kiosks and social networks. Merchant solutions are defined as add-on products for the platform that facilitate e-commerce and include Shopify Payments, Shopify Shipping and Shopify Capital.The Company's main e-commerce stock competitors include Amazon.com, Inc. (NASDAQ: AMZN), Alibaba Group Holding Ltd. - ADR (NYSE: BABA)
and Etsy Inc (NASDAQ: ETSY). Of the Benzinga traders and investors surveyed, 67 per cent said Shopify would reach $2,000 per share by the end of next year. Respondents said Shopify will continue to see strength in 2021 off continued nationwide adoption of online shopping, away from traditional bricks and mortar retailers. Traders also said that even with nationwide distribution of a coronavirus
vaccine already underway, the popularity of e-commerce will continue to grow. They believe U.S. consumers like to be able to shop a variety of shoppers simultaneously and have their purchases delivered to their front door. Many traders and investors also said they are keen on Shopify's UI/UX, to draw attention to how the platform has a high ease-of-access for small and medium-sized retailers looking to
take their business online. It should be noted the latest price target for Shopify was reported by Susquehanna on December 2. The analyst firm set a target of $950, expecting shares in the e-commerce company to fall within 12 months. Going into late 2020, Shopify shares were trading lower after the stock's recent rise, which was driven by e-commerce trends and holiday sales optimism. COVID-19
vaccine news has also driven a rotation from e-commerce names into reopening sectors such as traditional retailing and travel. Current and potential investors should take note of Shopify's fourth quarter earnings date estimated february 17. See also: How to Buy Shopify Stock.This survey was conducted by Benzinga in December 2020 and included the responses of a diverse population of adults 18 or
older. It was entirely voluntary to choose the survey without any incentives being offered to potential respondents. The study reflects the findings of over 500 adults. Photo courtesy of Shopify.See more from Benzinga * Click here for options trades from Benzinga * Thinking of buying stock in Palantir, FuboTV, Apple, Shopify or Snowflake? C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment
advice. All rights reserved. After an agonizing December in which the price of bitcoin rose $10,000, three days into the new year it's up another $5,000. (Bloomberg) - Venezuela's government plans to move to a fully digital economy as hyperinflation has rendered worthless notes practically disappear, and dollarization expands through the local financial system. The US dollar dollar served as an escape
valve for Venezuela amid U.S. sanctions and collapsed oil revenues, President Nicolas Maduro said in a televised interview with Telesur on Friday. He said 18.6% of all commercial transactions are in dollars, while 77.3% are carried out in bolivars with debit cards. Only 3.4% are paid with bolivar notes. They have a war on our physical currency. We are moving this year to a more in-depth digital economy,
in expansion. I have set a goal of an economy that is 100% digital,' Maduro said, adding that physical money will eventually disappear. It is the latest ambitious currency plan from venezuela's president with no guarantee of success. In 2017, when the boliver was in freefall, Maduro promised that the nation would create a cryptocurrency called Petro, backed by reserves of oil, gas, gold and diamonds. Petro
was launched in 2018; The U.S. called it a hoax. Venezuela's currency has lost 99% of its value during three years of hyperinflation, forcing the country to issue higher denomination notes, which in turn become useless in record time. Inflation rose 5,790% in the last 12 months, according to Bloomberg News's Cafe con Leche Index.The biggest note now in circulation, 50,000 bolivars, is worth about $0.04.
The government has delayed plans to issue a 100,000 bolivar bill that would currently be worth less than $0.10.Read more: Venezuela's Cafe Con Leche IndexAfter previously subsidized fuel prices were increased in June, cash is now only used to ride public transportation, and the Caracas metro routinely stops charging passengers due to a lack of cash. Since late 2019, local banks have slowly begun
offering accounts and financial products in US dollars, but they remain limited as there is no clearing system in place to allow for digital transactions in US dollars. Some banks have held technical meetings with Venezuela's central bank in an effort to resolve the issue amid high skepticism and caution due to U.S. sanctions. But Maduro promised to create payment formats that allow transactions with
savings and checking accounts in U.S. dollars. A press officer at Venezuela's central bank did not immediately respond to a request for comment. Despite promising to expand the use of the U.S. dollar in the economy, Maduro said formal dollarization would not happen. Venezuela has its currency and we will defend it, he said. (Updates based on previous currency reform from the fourth paragraph.) For
more articles like this, visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to be at the forefront of the most trusted business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.More money is on the way – and here's how you don't want to spend it. The bond market has been a barren income area as fixed-rate interest rates remain stuck at historic lows. With rates just over all-time lows, yield options are grouped on equity markets,
David King, co-manager for Columbia Flexible Capital Income fond. King siger, at at investors need look no further than the so-called Dogs of the Dow, the 10 highest-producing stocks in the 30-stock Dow Jones Industrial Average.Newly public company Danimar Scientific is trying to shake up the plastics industry. It has some heavyweight early supporters. The price increase of bitcoin in 2020 may be
chalked up to a convergence of many positive factors that continue to push up the price in 2021.The S&P 500 delivered one of its surprising years in recent history in 2020, which has gained more than 15%. Most U.S. investors had a lot of winners in their portfolios this year, but some stocks certainly fared better than others. Here's a look at the 10 worst-performing stocks in the entire S&P 500 in 2019,
which by December 29 closed the price. Occidental Petroleum Corporation (NYSE: OXY) Investors will note a common theme among these worst performing stocks. Travel restrictions and economic shutdowns crushed oil industry demand and oil inventories by 2020, and Occidental was the hardest hit in the group. The stock fell 57.7 percent. Carnival's cruises have been shut down completely for most of
2020, and will likely remain shut down for at least a few months by 2021 as well. The stock fell 57.2% in 2020.Norwegian Cruise Line Holdings Ltd (NYSE: NCLH) Norwegian shares fell a nearly identical 56.2% in 2020 for almost identical reasons Carnival shares lagged.10 Best Performing S&amp;P 500 Stocks By 2020TechnipFMC PLC (NYSE: FTI)Oil Services Group fought in 2020, offshore oil projects
were hit particularly hard due to their higher associated costs. Shares in offshore service provider TechnipFMC fell 56.1% in 2020.Marathon Oil Corporation (NYSE: MRO) It may seem redundant, but no travel or industrial demand combined with record low oil prices is bad news for oil stocks like Marathon, which is down 51.1% by 2020.HollyFrontier Corp. (NYSE: HFC) Add refiner HollyFrontier to the
growing list of battered energy stocks by 2020. The stock is down 50.2 percent, United Airlines Holdings Inc (NYSE: UAL) Airline shares were crushed during the worst of the pandemic. Although the shares have recovered during the year as bankruptcy fears eased, United shares are still down 50.1% overall in 2020.ONEOK, Inc. (NYSE: OKE) Same energy story, different energy stocks. Shares of natural
gas transportation storage COMPANY ONEOK are down 49.2% in 2020.Diamondback Energy Inc (NYSE: FANG)Permian oil producer Diamondback was certainly not immune to the energy sector carnage in 2020, and its stock fell 48.7% on the year. Schlumberger NV (NYSE: SLB)Rounding out the list of travel and energy victims by 2020 is oil giant Schlumberger. The stock lost 46.3 percent. See more
from Benzinga * Click here for options trades from Benzinga * Bill Ackman crushed the market again in 2020 * S&amp;P 500 Just Did It has been bullish every time since World War II (C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. Fidelity National, Odonate Therapeutics and Steel Partners all sank by double-digit percentages by 2020. Business leaders and
CEOs bought up stocks.U.S. stocks closed 2020 on a strong note, and many investors are betting the lot will continue after a tumultuous year that marked both the end of the longest bull market and the shortest bear market ever. Risks abound, including a resurgent coronavirus pandemic, concerns about the speed of the rollout of vaccines and high-stakes January 5 U.S. Senate runoffs in Georgia for the
balance of power in Congress. We will continue to see a push higher, said the Commonwealth Financial Network's head of portfolio management, Peter Essele, who sees stocks in the early stages of a multi-year bull run.
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